
Adaptive Study Plan
The Adaptive Study Plan is a
personalized study plan through your
course content. A learner would take a
pre-assessment that informs our
platform of that learner’s strengths and
weaknesses. Then, based on the
importance values (or exam weightings)
that you’ve given us, our platform
rearranges the content based on that
learner’s individual needs.

The content in an adaptive study plan is arranged by Knowledge Sets. NOTE: For each Knowledge Set, our
plan follows the lesson → flashcard → practice questions approach before moving to the next category.
When a learner is ready for a test, they can select Test Your Knowledge.

Currently, there is no way to create an Adaptive Study Plan directly inside BluePrint. Instead, you’ll
need to work with our Support Team to create one. Before you can work with support, you will need to
ensure the following requirements are complete:

1. Course and content need to exist; practice question minimums must be met (20 questions per
category).

2. The names of the Knowledge Sets you wish to create
3. What content (by types and categories) should go into each Knowledge Set
4. What importance value each Knowledge Set should have

What is a Knowledge Set?
● A Knowledge Set is a grouping of content by category.
● A Knowledge Set ties together lessons, flashcards, and questions usually by category, though your

course might be configured differently.
● You need to build Lessons, Flashcards, Questions, and Tests before contacting our support team

for assistance.

Recommendations:
● Adaptive Study plans are not required and Learners can complete a course without one. When

building your first course, we recommend you use a Structured Study Plan.
● As you collect feedback from your users, you can decide if an Adaptive study plan is right for you.

If you are interested in setting up an Adaptive Study plan, click here to submit a ticket to our Support
Team who will gladly assist you!
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